
Dismantling Sujit Das Balsphemous Book and His Recent Email 

 
Dear All,  

It is in response to the blasphemous book and extremely incorrect narrations of the self-styled 

scholar, Sujit Das, the cursed. Though we have already pointed out the basic fallacies in Sujit's 

account of the most sublime personality of Islam and the religious world, yet it is necessary to dissect 

the inherent weaknesses and convoluted inaccuracies in his recent email, which he tries to wrap up 

in a technological language in order to give an impression of scholarship and research. His  this 

recent email to all of us was preceded by an email to me on August 06,2012,with only one word, 

"FUCK OFF'', which is a name calling device, and not an academic approach. I didn’t react to that as 

it was expected of him and his obnoxious frustration with a scholarly style, rather I would like to 

comment on his recent email, again a sign of his malicious nature and non-academic attitude. Lets 

have a point by point review of his recent email. 

 

1. According to Sujit, the religion of Islam is defenceless, vulnerable to collapse and a failed 

religion. Can anyone believe in this none-sense claim about a religion which has survived 

more than fourteen centuries and which is one of the fastest growing religions of the world 

at the time being, and which has a splendid civilization to its credit? Just read the books of 

Prof Philip K Hitti, AR Gibb, Gibbon, and Mongomery Watt on the subject. I have quoted all 

important classical works in my article against another blasphemous writer, Abul Kasem, in 

detail, which is available on our website of Pakistan Society of Criminology. Sujit doesn’t 

produce any thing new in his misleading account of Islam and the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad(PBUH),but basically reproduces some of the old crusade time allegations of 

biggotted and disgruntled elements of that time, in a new wordings---old wine in the new 

bottle, but the same had long been discarded by the truth seeking and impartial orientalists 

and scholars of the west in the last few centuries like Prof Hitti, and the author of 

the Heroes and Heroeworship (the book is available online).In the latter, the reader may 

find many such old discarded stories which now Sujit wants us to believe in his self-created 

phraseology. 
 

2. According to Sujit,his findings are based on his research and psychological theory. I ask that 

to how many important religious personalities of the past Sujit has applied this methodology? 

What about Jesus the Christ? Buddah? Confucius? Tao? Moses? Ibraham? Any findings of 

Sujit on this topic? What image of God they presented if the image presented by the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) was his own and not divinely vouchsafed to him, as Sujit falsely 

narrates to us? Has Sujit applied his own research methodology to his own findings and 

delusions? How far he stands his own theory? Sujit puts his research methodology on the 
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bases of a Mythological Narcissus(malignant Narcissism is the blasphemous word he uses for 

the Holy Prophet, PBUH). Can one expect a balanced  and rational theory on the bases of a 

mythological figure? What is its soundness in an academic world if a research itself is based 

on a pre-historic mythology? How many such patients Sujit has studied on this methodology 

and how many of them in the history have announced to be the Messengers of God and 

brought to the world a complete system, a viable civilization and who spoke against 

darkness,superstitions, ignorance, religious persecution, and human rights violations, and 

whose religions preached light, tolerance, learning, and wisdom when maximum of the globe 

was passing through the Ages of Darkeness? Can Sujit quote a few such examples? The 

religion of the Holy Prophet (PBUH) has produced far excellent personalities, scholars, writers 

and scientists than Sujit can think of? Were and are they all so imbecile and deceived to 

follow a religion of lunacy as Sujit wants us to believe? If we accept the account of Sujit, at 

least a world population of more than 1 billion is following a religion of lunacy, delusion and 

of a narcissist, a dreadful realization, and the world may need a million of psychologists to 

treat them? Can you believe in this none-sense? I don’t know how the publishers print such 

baseless and self-styled books, which itself portray the delusions of its authors and which 

demand their treatment, instead regarding them as a sound author. 
 

3. The personality of the Holy Prophet(PBUH) has been described in full light, not by his follows 

but by the opponents, that too in a very high sounding words, and about which high quality 

books are available everywhere. However, lets see his 'private motives' as Sujit claims falsely. 

How much worldly assets the Holy Prophet(PBUH) left at the time of his death? Did he live a 

princely life or he prayed, ''O GOG, I lived with the poor and would like to be amongst 

them on the Day of Resurrection". His life was an open book, and he said,'' what you see of 

my acts in secrecy, propagate it in open''. Can any self-centered man or any leader in the 

world say so to openly describe about his private life, and that he feels not hiding any part of 

his life from public scrutiny as he firmly believes that all his conduct is divinely controlled and 

made a good example for his followers? Who can offer himself for such an accountability 

especially in a very hostile circumstances in Makkah and Madinah? A person who has never 

told a lie in matters of ordinary people, how can he make a wrong statement about God? 

What image of God you get when you see that He remained silent when one of His creation 

was deluding His masses in His name for so many years and till the time one cursed Sujit Das 

discovered after 1400 years? What a joke in the name of psychology and what a wastage of 

time by this blasphemous man and his malicious book? I don’t know how a psychologist 

can diagnose a person who lived a 100 years ago with neurotic disorders, delusion, 

narcissism etc, especially when he invented things, made a system, introduced new theories, 
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did excellent poetry, wrote wonderful prose, published marvelous research, preached 

humanism or conquered continents? Can Sujit apply his fallacious and fabricated 

methodology to Plato, Aristotle, Alexander, King Henry, George Washington, Benjamin 

ranklin, Churchill, Newton, Einstein, Copernicus, Edison, Napoleon, Dostoevsky, Will Durant 

and many of the like. Now who doesn’t know that the followers of the Holy Prophet (PBUH) 

include a list of many such great personalities. Can a lunatic create such great people with 

his message? Sujit might know these things but currently, bashing Islam and its most 

respected personality is one of the cash business of these addicts of hate speech, esp., the 

Indians, Israelis and Hindu Bengalis, branded falsely as free thinkers. It is because of these 

perverted free thinkers that the misgivings and distrust is promoted between the west and 

Islam, whereas it is now high time to look for common points between Islam and the rest, as 

rightly advised by the Holy Book of Quran. We need an effective inter-faith dialogue so to 

push human civilization in a progressive way for the mutual existence and respect amongst 

the world community of religions. People like Sujit Das are a bad name and a dirty barrier to 

such peace efforts in the world. 
 

4. Lastly, let me ask Sujit, the cursed, that what is his contribution to the world and humanity? 

And let me ask, that has he diagnosed his own father and forefathers on the same psudoe 

methodology of mythological narcissism to know that of what diseases his parents might 

have been suffering, of whom he is born and likely be trained and educated by them? I was 

not a very staunch practicing Muslim before reading his stupid narrations but his false 

propaganda re-enforced my faith, conviction and belief in the purity, grandeur and innocence 

of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (Peace Be Upon Him).Those who will read  his blasphemous 

book will definitely see that his/her faith in Islam will be strengthened than weakened as his 

bad intentions are glaringly propagandist and malicious.  Anyone who wants to read his book 

must read my account of his book and also my article on Abul Kasem, given in article section 

of the Pakistan Society of Criminology website, which disrupts the misleading web of these 

blasphemous writers.  
 
-- 
Fasihuddin (PSP)| 
Director, Human Rights, Research and Development, 
Central Police Office (CPO), QUETTA, Baluchistan, Pakistan. 
President| Pakistan Society of Criminology &  
Editor-in-Chief|Pakistan Journal of Criminology (PJC). 
Tel: +92 91 560 2544 (Office) 
Cell: +92 313 595 4055 
URL: www.pakistansocietyofcriminology.com
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